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it is the much awaited sequel to war for cybertron. transformers: fall of cybertron continues the story
of the autobots and the decepticons and their bitter civil war, but changes and improves upon so
many of the fundamental ideas that the developer considers the game a natural successor rather

than a true sequel. we have over 12 pages of exclusive details on high moon's new project, including
extensive story and game play explanations, concept art, and dozens of screenshots. activisionhave

updated their website with a list of their video games that have diminished or discontinued
services.we are sad to report that transformers: revenge of the fallen & fall of cybertron video

gameswill no longer be supported. high moon studios have announced three new characters coming
to the transformers: fall of cybertron game. the new characters will be i) the female cybertronian and
v) the traitor cybertronian races. the race of the alien "plague” is from the planet phoenicis and they

have long dark hair and large tails. they are a cybertronian with long dark hair and large tails. the
cybertronians are the first aliens in transformers: fall of cybertron. their planet cybertron is a planet
similar to earth but with a little less magnetic field. the transformers: fall of cybertron is the much-
anticipated follow-up to the critically-acclaimed activision and high moon studios blockbuster game

transformers: war for cybertron. the eagerly anticipated sequel transports players to the final days of
the planet cybertron where they will experience the dark hours of the autobots and decepticons civil

war.
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what if you could travel across time and space to change the very course of history? what if you
could manipulate the very fabric of reality with your transformer? as the most popular mobile game

character of all time, transformers: battle mode on your iphone, ipad or ipod touch will put you
squarely in the center of the transformers universe. choose from one of your favorite autobot and

decepticon characters and charge into other players' games to battle, fight, transform, and roll into
strategic positions to take control of the battlefield. perfect for solo, 2-player, and global multiplayer,
the player can unlock and collect rare and powerful transformers while battling to achieve the best
score. with regular updates to game and leaderboard features, new game modes, and new units to

unlock and deploy, this game is meant for everyone. so strap in and get ready for a ride like no
other. transformers: battle mode transforms your iphone, ipad, or ipod touch into your own personal
transformer. for the first time, you can experience the transformers universe from the perspectives

of a transformer - on the go and in real time. control your character's transformation and firing speed
to match your gameplay style - attack with tremendous force or go for accuracy and skill. use the

terrain to your advantage and unleash devastating abilities like the volt blast and splitting strike to
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catch your opponent off-guard. partner up with friends online or play by yourself to compete in fierce
3-on-3 multiplayer battles. each match features a variety of game modes: tournament, capture the

flag, free for all, king of the hill, etc. for the first time, you can play against other players from around
the globe! 5ec8ef588b
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